Chemical engineering senior Jeney Zhang is already making a name for herself as a researcher in biotechnology and nanoscale engineering. Her work with extended release therapeutics in contact lenses has been acknowledged by the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE), highlighting just a portion of the exciting research happening at Auburn University.

Jeney's home away from home is Ross Hall – a historic campus landmark and home to the Department of Chemical Engineering. Built in 1929, Ross Hall recently underwent a $13.5 million renovation to create a facility that could adapt to today's fast-paced technological advances. This teaching and research environment is helping secure our place among engineering programs that are shaping the 21st century.

Ross Hall's renovation is evidence of Auburn Engineering's commitment to aspiring engineers like Jeney. Top notch faculty, cutting-edge research labs and state-of-the-art facilities – these are the tools necessary for BUILDING an AUBURN ENGINEER.